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We consider deep inelastic scattering (DIS) on a dense nucleus described as an extremal
RN-AdS black hole with holographic quantum fermions in the bulk. We find that the
R-ratio (the ratio of the structure function of the black hole to proton) exhibit shadowing
for x < 0.1, anti-shadowing for 0.1 < x < 0.3, EMC-like effect for 0.3 < x < 0.8 and
Fermi motion for x > 0.8 in a qualitative agreement with the experimental observation
of the ratio for DIS on nucleus for all range of x. We also take the dilute limit of the
black hole and show that its R-ratio exhibits EMC-like effect for 0.2 < x < 0.8 and the
Fermi motion for x > 0.8, and no shadowing is observed in the dilute limit for both
bottom-up (using Thomas-Fermi approximation for the nucleon distribution inside the
dilute nucleus), and top-down (considering the dilute nucleus to be a Fermi gas in AdS)
approaches.
Keywords: DIS on Nucleus; Structure Function of Nucleus; EMC Effect; Shadowing;
Holography; AdS/CFT Correspondence.
1. Introduction
We use holography or the AdS/CFT correspondence to model deep inelastic scat-
tering (DIS) on both dilute and dense nuclei1–3. See Ref. 4 for application of
holography in proton-nucleus collisions. We model a dilute nucleus in a bottom-up
and top-down approaches. In the bottom-up approach, we consider a nucleus to be
made of nucleons distributed according to the Thomas-Fermi approximation, and
DIS on the dilute nucleus is dominated by the incoherent scattering on individual
nucleons. Therefore, in this bottom-up approach, we use the structure function of
each nucleons calculated in holography as input to determine the structure func-
tion of the nucleus. We find that the R-ratio exhibits an EMC effect in the large-x
regime.
In the top-down approach, we consider the nucleus to be a Fermi gas in AdS
spacetime. And, by carrying out the DIS directly on the Fermi gas, we determine
the structure function of the nucleus from the current-current correlation function
computed by using a one-loop Witten diagram in pure AdS where the fermions are
running in the loop forming a Fermi gas. We find that the R-ratio exhibits EMC
effect, similar to the bottom-up approach.
We model the dense nucleus by an extremal RN-AdS black hole, and identify
the structure function of the extremal RN-AdS black hole to the structure function
of a nucleus. At leading order in 1/Nc expansion, the structure function of the
nucleus, is extracted from the current-current correlation function of the classical
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extremal RN-AdS black hole background without matter contribution. We find
that the structure function of the classical extremal RN-AdS black hole is mostly
at small-x, and exhibits shadowing.
At sub-leading order in 1/Nc expansion, the highly damped bulk Dirac fermions
(protons) due to the background RN-AdS black hole, also contribute to the extremal
RN-AdS black hole’s or the dense nucleus’s structure function. We find that the
quantum correction contributes mostly at large-x regime.
2. DIS on a Dilute Nucleus
In holography, Compton scattering on a single nucleon at the boundary maps onto
the scattering of a U(1) current onto a bulk Dirac fermion which, at large-x, is
dominated by s-channel exchange of bulk Dirac fermion resonances, while at small-
x the same scattering is dominated by the t-channel exchange of spin-j glueball
resonances, with the interpolating result for the structure function of the proton
(modeled as a bulk Dirac fermion) as5
F p2 (x, q
2) = C˜
(
m2N
−q2
)τ−1(
xτ+1(1− x)τ−2 + C
(
m2N
−q2
) 1
2 1
x∆P
)
, (1)
with mR = 3/2 or τ = ∆− 1/2 = 3.
2.1. Bottom-up Approach to Dilute Nucleus
In our bottom-up approach to DIS on a dilute nucleus, we consider DIS on a nucleus
described using a density expansion where the leading density contribution to the
current-current correlation of a nucleus is1
GµνA
〈PA|PA〉 ≈ ρ0
4pi
3
R3A
∫
d3p
2V3Ep
θ(pF − |~p|)
4
3pip
3
F
Gµνp
+ 16pi
∫ RA+∆
RA
r2dr
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
2V3Ep
θ(pF (r)− |~p|)Gµνp , (2)
where Gµνp is the current-current correlation function for DIS scattering on a single
nucleon. The R-ratio (the structure function of the dilute nucleus normalized by
the structure function of each constituent nucleon) is plotted in Fig. 1a.
2.2. Top-down Approach to Dilute Nucleus
In our top-down construction for DIS on a dilute nucleus, we directly do DIS on a gas
of bulk Dirac fermions (protons) undergoing Fermi motion with momentum k. In
other words, we compute the one-loop correction to the current-current correlation
function in AdS where the bulk Dirac fermions are running in the loop forming a
Fermi gas. In the large-x regime, we find3
F2(x, q
2)
A
≈ 8pi2(τ − 1)2e2R
(βm2N
q2
)τ−1
xτ+1F (1− xF )τ−2 , (3)
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Fig. 1. (a) R-ratio at large-x using the leading density contribution and the holographic nucleon
structure function (solid curves), versus the parametrized empirical ratio (dashed curves), for
atomic number A = 12 (blue curves) and A = 42 (red curves). (b) Dilute R-ratio for kF /mN = 1,
eR = 0.3 (U(1)-charge of the bulk fermion), 2pi
2c5/
√
4piλ = 0.01 (strong coupling), τ = 3 (hard
scaling exponent), j = 0.08 (Pomeron intercept).
where xF =
xmN
EF
is defined in terms of the Fermi energy EF = (k
2
F + m
2
N )
1
2 of a
single nucleon with Fermi momentum kF . Similarly for small-x we have
F2(x, q
2)
A
≈ piCλ
(βm2N
q2
)τ−1 1
xF
[I0,2τ+3 + I1,2τ+3] . (4)
We have plotted the R-ratio in Fig. 1b.
3. DIS on a Dense Nucleus
We model DIS on a dense nucleus by the corresponding DIS on an extremally
charged (RN)-AdS black hole.
3.1. DIS on a Classical RN-AdS Black Hole
The structure function extracted from DIS on a classical extremal RN-AdS black
hole is given by FA2 (x,Q
2) = FT (x,Q
2)+FL(x,Q
2) where (computed in2, by closely
following6 for uncharged thermal AdS black holes)
FAT (x,Q
2) = C˜T
A
x
(
3x2Q2
4m2N
) 2
3
, FAL (x,Q
2) = C˜L
3A
4x
(
3x2Q2
4m2N
)
, (5)
with C˜T,L/CT,L = pi
5(48α)2/2N2c . We have plotted the R-ratio in Fig. 2a.
3.2. DIS on a Quantum RN-AdS Black Hole
The leading order structure function (in 1/Nc expansion of the current-current cor-
relation function) due to the classical RN-AdS black hole receives one-loop correc-
tion from the quantum fermions hovering around the extremal RN-AdS black hole.
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Fig. 2. (a) Parametrized DIS data on nuclei (solid curves) vs holography (dashed curve) in the
shadowing region. (b) Dense R-ratio for kF /mN = 3.5, BH ≡ black hole, F ≡ quantum fermions.
Therefore, by including the quantum correction due to the bulk Dirac fermions
(protons), the total structure function of the dense nucleus, modeled as a quantum
RN-AdS black hole is given by3
F dense2 (x, q
2)
A
≈ CT
(
3q2
4m2N
) 2
3
x
1
3 + CAdS2 e
2
R
(
µ2
q2
)νkF +2
× xνkF +5kF (1− xkF )τ−
3
2 2F
2
1 (τ+, τ−, τ − 1, 1− xkF ) , (6)
where the first contribution (which is the leading and dominant contribution) stems
from DIS on the classical black hole, and the second and subleading contribution
stems from DIS scattering of the emerging holographic Fermi liquid near the black
hole horizon which is a quantum correction that is vanishingly small at small-x. We
have plotted the R-ratio in Fig. 2b.
4. Summary and Conclusion
We have shown that the quantum extremal RN-AdS black hole exhibits shadowing
in small-x regime, see Fig. 2, and EMC effect in the large-x regime where it is
dominated by a Fermi gas in AdS spacetime, see Fig. 1.
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